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Busbar machines are a type of machine that helps produce electrical and electronic components. In
2022, busbar machines will account for nearly one-third of global industrial production value. This is
due to the increasing demand for high-quality electrical and electronic products.

What is a Busbar Machine?
A busbar machine is a machine that is used to make or connect busbars. A busbar is an electrical
cable connector that joins two or more electrical cables. Busbar machines are used in various
industries, including power generation, oil and gas, mining, and telecommunications.
A busbar machine consists of several parts, including a headstock, a workpiece table, an armature,
and a motor. The headstock is located at the front of the machine. The workpiece table is located
below the headstock. The armature is located between the workpiece table and the motor. The motor
drives the armature to move the workpiece table, and the busbar machine can also be equipped with
CNC controls for precision manufacturing.
Busbar machines are typically operated by an operator who uses hand tools to adjust the headstock,
workpiece table, and armature.

Types of Busbar Machines
There are several different busbar machines, each designed for a specific purpose.
One type of busbar machine is the shear machine. This type of machine is used to cut and shear
metal pieces. An electric motor usually powers it.
Another type of busbar machine is the slitting machine. This type of machine is used to cut paper or
other thin materials. It is usually powered by gas or diesel engines.
Busbar machines can also be used to make other types of objects, such as wire mesh and cable ties.
They are versatile machines that can be used in a variety of industries.

Advantages of using a Busbar Machine
Busbar machines are an important part of many industrial processes. They are used to connect wire
bundles and are often used in manufacturing.
One of the main advantages of using a busbar machine is that it is fast and efficient. It can quickly
connect wire bundles, which is important in many manufacturing processes. Busbar machines also
have a high degree of precision, which makes them ideal for connecting wire bundles that are
delicate or sensitive.
Another advantage of busbar machines is their versatility. They can be used in various industries,
which means they can be adapted to specific needs. They are also easy to operate, so relatively
inexperienced operators can use them.
 

Especially recommended Top Busbar Machine Manufacturer?
KIANDE 
 
KIANDE is a leading manufacturer of busbar machines. The company's products are used in various
industrial applications, including oil and gas, power generation, petrochemicals, and water treatment.
KIANDE's core advantages include high performance, accuracy, and reliability.KIANDE's busbar
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machines are designed to meet each industry sector's specific needs. The company's machines are
typically compact and lightweight, making them easy to operate and transport. Additionally, KIANDE's
busbar machines are highly accurate, ensuring that critical components are reliably produced. If
you're looking for a dependable busbar machine manufacturer that can offer you top-tier performance
and reliability, look no further than KIANDE.
website?https://busbarmachines.com/
 
2. EHRT
 
The EHRT Group is a world-leading busbar machine manufacturer. Established in 1963, the company
manufactures various specialist busbar machines for the mining, metallurgy, and chemical industries.
The company's core products are integral steel connectors and busbars, which it markets under the
brands Avanti Connectors, OWL Connectors, and Atlas Connectors. It also produces seamless metal
tube machines and other specialized machining tools.
website?https://ehrtnorthamerica.com/
 
3. RHI
 
RHI provides busbar machine manufacturing services to the oil and gas industry. This gives them a
competitive edge in the market, as other companies may not have the same capabilities. They also
have many core products, providing customers with a wider range of choices. Their main advantage
is that they have years of experience in this field, which allows them to provide custom solutions for
each client.
website?https://www.rhibusbar.com/
 
4. GENSCO
 
GENSCO USA is a leading company that manufactures busbar machines. They offer a variety of
products with core advantages such as quick transit time and low maintenance costs. Additionally,
their busbar machines are known for high-pressure handling applications. GENSCO USA's products
are used in various industries such as refining, petrochemicals, renewable energy, and food
processing. Their broad range of products makes them highly competitive in the busbar machine
industry.
website?genscoequip.com/
 
5. JAYSON
 
Jackson is a busbar machine manufacturer located in Heath, Ohio. They have been manufacturing
busbar machines for over 50 years, and their core products are busbar disconnectors and busbar
welders. They are one of the largest busbar machine manufacturers in the world, and they offer a
wide range of products used in various industries.
website?https://www.jaysonmachineimpex.in/
 
6. Simcon
 
Simcon is a company that manufactures busbar machines. Busbars are essential to the electrical
industry and are used in various ways. Simcon's machines are some of the best on the market and
have several core advantages. These include strong construction, high performance, and ease of
use.
website?https://www.simconengineering.com/
 
7. THOMAS



 
THOMAS is a busbar machine manufacturer with a focus on industrial production. They manufacture
equipment for various industries, including power generation, oil and gas, and chemical production.
THOMAS' main products include busbar machines, cable sheath cutters, and wire Shredders. Their
core advantages include high-quality standards and a commitment to customer satisfaction.
website?https://www.thomasnet.com/
 
8. JPSK
 
JPSK is a busbar machine manufacturer focusing on core advantages for the industry. Their products
are designed to increase productivity and reliability for production and distribution facilities. JPSK
understands that each installation and application is unique, allowing them to develop and customize
their products specifically for each customer. With over 50 years of experience, JPSK has the
knowledge and expertise to help your business succeed.
website?https://www.jpbusbarmachine.com/
 
9. Feiying
 
Feiying Machinery Co., Ltd. is a global busbar machine manufacturer with core products including
busbar making machines, linear guideway machines, and other precision machining equipment. Over
the years, Feiying has developed a strong reputation for its quality products and top customer
service. Feiying's busbar-making machines are widely used in the nuclear power, chemical
production, aerospace, and general industrial industries. The company's linear guideway machines
manufacture wind turbines and energy conversion equipment, among others. With years of
experience and expertise in producing precision machining equipment, FeiYING is well-equipped to
meet customers' needs worldwide.
website?https://busbarbendingmachine.net/
 
10.iGeelee
 
iGeelee is a busbar machine manufacturer supplying high-quality industrial machinery for use in
various industries. Their products include busbar machines for manufacturing and maintenance and
test equipment. iGeelee's core advantages include a robust design, high performance, and fixed
prices.
website?https://www.igeelee.com/
 

Conclusion
 
In this article, we have compiled a list of the top 10 busbar machine manufacturers you should keep
an eye on in 2022. These companies are expected to continue to grow quickly, thanks to their
innovative technology and commitment to quality. If you're looking for a new busbar machine or need
help finding the right one for your specific application, keep these manufacturers in mind.
 


